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Dialogue and "Distance":
 
Cognitive-Developmental Theories and the Teaching of Talmud
 

This arlicle is based on a paper published by the authors in the Journal of jewish 
Education, 69 (2003): 58-78. 

In many Jewish day schools the teaching of Talmud is seen as an important, but difficult, 
endeavor. What makes this task particularly challenging is the fact that the Babylonian Talmud 
(Talmud Bavll) is so unique; our students have not been exposed to any literary work that 
resembles it. The Bavll's unusual character is the result of a distinct style of dialogue utilized 
by its redactors/editors to weave together an array of disparate sources from different time 
periods. Positions are challenged and these challenges are then undermined on a consistent 
basis. In addition, many components within the argumentative framework of the sugya 
(coherent Talmudic textual unit) are ambiguous, tangential, and elliptical. Arguments are often 
non-linear in nature and fail to offer legal resolutions. Indeed, the string of attacks and coun
terattacks, which functions as the building blocks of each sugya, lends a degree of instability 
to the individual points of view proposed throughout its pages. This volatility is surprising for 
a seminal religious text where students may expect to uncover a well-defined religious vision 
or a clear perspective on any issue discussed within its pages. 

A Talmud educator might be tempted to mask the ambiguities and overcome the chal
lenges that the Bavli presents by teaching isolated pieces of larger sugyot in an attempt to 
convey a synthetic message. In this way, the rabbis emerge as a group of people with a par
ticular viewpoint. However, as David Kraemer argues, the very nature of the Bavli itself as an 
argumentative text testifies to an acknowledgment, on the part of the editors of the Bavli, that 
there is no definable truth. Sequences of deliberation produce polyphony of opinion on any 
given subject and make access to one truth difficult. According to Kraemer, the Bavli strives 
to convince the reader of the viability of all of the perspectives presented therein, even if such 
opinions contradict one another. 1 Our own research in the field of socio-cognitive develop
mental psychology has prompted us to consider the educational value of presenting this argu
mentative and often contradictory text to the students as it is, rather than opting for curricula 
that explain away the texts' difficulties. We have observed that the argumentative form of 
expression utilized by the Bavli reflects that its editors used a redactional style that is not only 
consistent with a particular theological perspective on "truth," as Kraemer argues,2 but also 
with what we know to be important cognitive processes. 

COGNITIVE THEORY AND THE TALMUD BAVLI 

We believe that the unique nature of the Bavli creates enormous educational potential 
despite its inherent difficulties. This view emerges directly from our understanding of the 
socio-cognitive approaches of Lev Vygotsky and Irving Sigel. Vygotsky is seen as the pro
genitor of a set of theories that reverses the usually understood sequence of cognitive devel

opment.3 Instead of seeing knowledge as transmitted in a unidirectional manner from person 
to person, Vygotsky stresses the importance of knowledge existing interpersonally, in the 
(give-and-take) interactions among people within the larger society. Knowledge is created 
through an interactive process and then is internalized by the individuals involved.4 As applied 
to the field of education, a Vygotskyan perspective emphasizes the social nature of learning 
and suggests that students be engaged together in learning activities. Through such a 
process, Vygotzky believes, a higher level of cognitive functioning is achieved, that is, stu
dents internalize increasingly complex understandings of the material. In fact, Vygotzky would 
have found a great example of this in the dialogic sugyot of the Bavli. His theories have 
inspired us to postulate that the redactors of the Talmud themselves recognized the peda
gogical value of dialogue. 

In addition, while Vygotsky's work highlights the importance of social interactions in the 
learning process, later theorists have discussed the types of interactions that are most likely 
to result in cognitive growth. Contemporary developmental psychologist Irving Sigel conduct
ed research on interactions that force students to grapple with discrepancies, resolve appar
ent contradictions, or deal with information that does not meet their expectations.5 Such inter
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actions cause students to "distance" themselves from the particu
lar material (e.g., text) or idea that presents the difficulty. When 
confronted with such discrepancies students, Sigel argues, create 
increasingly complex mental representations of the idea at hand. 
They mentally manipulate it, so to speak, in order to resolve the 
contradiction with which they are faced. This increased cognitive 
activity fosters a more complex understanding of the idea being 
discussed. "Distancing behaviors," or those behaviors that lead a 
student to confront and resolve discrepancies, Sigel believes, are 
fundamental to effective education.6 It is this process that gives 
power to educational strategies such as questioning, comparing, 
and contrasting. 

In a Babylonian sugya Sigel's "distancing" theory plays out on 
two levels. On one level, when a reader encounters discrepancies 
within the content of the text (e.g., Rabbi X in discussion with Rabbi 
Y), an opportunity for distancing is created in that the reader must 
attempt to understand two (or more) opposing points of view on a 
given topic. A second level of distancing occurs as discrepancies 
are found between the content of the text and the reader's expec
tations. For example, students might expect a resolution to an 
argument, or at least the linear development of a discussion as the 
text progresses. Instead, what they encounter ;s a disruption in the 
flow ofthe argument (e.g., a seemingly unrelated quotation from an 
earlier source, an aggadic story, etc.). The reader ;s thereby 
prompted to start grappling with the text by asking questions, such 
as: Why does the text unfold in this way? What are the redactors 
trying to convey? How do subsequent steps in the argument relate 
to the initial dialogue between rabbis X and Y? In its non-linearity 
the text provides many such opportunities for cognitive distancing. 
In fact, the structure of the Babylonian sugya provides embedded 
stimuli that generate the type of cognitive environment that can 
enable students to come to deeper understandings of the issues 
raised within it. As such, the Bavlt's text is uniquely constructed in 
a way that not only reflects the advantages of the interpersonal 
construction of knowledge, but which also demands the reader's 
participation in this process. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR TALMUD EDUCATION 

We propose that there is much to be gained in a pedagogic 
approach to Talmud that is influenced by the ideas of the develop
mental theorists cited above. We would like to encourage Talmud 
educators to create "instructional interactions" in their classrooms 
that address the dialogical possibilities inherent in these texts. In 
such a pedagogic approach instructors would concentrate on uti
lizing the redactional strategies of the Bavlt's editors, including 
question and answer, challenge and counter-challenge, digres
sions, diversions in argumentation, and ambiguities as "thinking 
devices."? Instructors would take advantage of the text's ability to 
create moments of discrepancy. Rather than being explained 
away, the textual non-sequiturs would be appreciated for their abil
ity to "distance" the reader. The instructor, by drawing students' 
attention to these aspects of the text and by asking them to con
sider what can be learned from the particular way the text is struc
tured, would generate an additional level of "distancing" to help the 
reader cognitively engage with the issues of the sugya. The over
all goal of the instructor would be focused upon not only helping 
students understand the meaning of the words in the text, but also 

upon encouraging them to consider the thought processes of the 
editors in weaving together different opinions to create the dia
logue that exists. To achieve this, students should be prompted to 
offer opinions about the content (e.g., "I think Rava is trying to say 
X... ") as well as about the process (e.g., "I think the editors have 
set Rava up as a dissenting voice in the argument because... "). 
And, by emphasizing the process through which a sugya unfolds 
(e.g., letting the students' questions, confusions, and frustrations 
become part of the learning endeavor), we believe that an optimal 
interactive setting would be created amongst the stUdents parallel. 
ing that of the Bavli, one in which students engage the text along 
with their classmates in order to construct new meaning.8 

Through such methods, students may come to realize that the 
process by which a text forces a reader to engage its contents is 
itself a goal of the text. Possibly, when students fail to find a "bot
tom line" or a clear message in the text they will become less frus
trated by the search. They may learn to recognize that texts have 
the ability to speak with us, as well as to us, and that more mean
ing can emerge upon careful analysis of each step in an argument. 
They may come to understand and value this process. We also 
hope that they will learn to match the Talmud's word "with a count
er word,',g just as the Bavlt's editors modeled for them, and recog
nize that final outcomes, inclUding halakhic resolutions and clearly 
stated views, are not necessarily the goal of the Talmud. 

ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

Educators at the post-secondary level often speak of their dis
satisfaction with the ability of their students to analyze texts. 
Possibly, such students have become accustomed to looking for "a 
right answer" and have not been sufficiently encouraged to extract 
meaning. We believe that when Talmud instructors employ teach
ing methods in the secondary school curriculum of the Jewish day 
school that consider socio-cognitive theories, this type of education 
can have an impact upon the way students approach other sub
jects. Indeed, educators can use the Talmudic textual template as 
a basis for approaching other subject matter. We would like to sug
gest that controversies become the basis of the discussions to 
which students can add their voices and viewpoints. 10 

Finally, grappling with a text's ambiguities may ultimately lead 
students to feel more comfortable with the "gray areas" that are an 
inevitable part of life. By highlighting the importance of dialogue in 
the learning process educators can provide valuable lessons 
regarding the importance of learning from others, even if this 
involves interpersonal disagreement. Rather than seeing dis
agreement as "conflict," students will hopefully come to recognize 
that a diversity of perspectives can provide an opportunity for 
learning and growth. Such lessons have the potential to contribute 
to a school's efforts to build students' interpersonal skills, such as 
problem solving and conflict management. 11 1r 
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Pedagogies of Engagement 

(continued from page 20) 

point of view,s layering the text study with activities designed to cre

ate independent learning Itext access skills, appealing to multiple 
intelligences, helping students make personal meaning, and creat
ing many opportunities to share and cooperate in discovering the 
power and wonder of the Biblical text. Intensive teacher training and 
support are part of this initiative that seeks to teach the text to day 
school students in the original Hebrew, thereby helping them 
become lovers of Torah study and highly competent in both textual 
knowledge and interpretive approaches. 

Thus the Melton Research Center is trying to implement learn
er-centered models and approaches to teaching and learning in a 
variety of educational settings. All Melton Projects have extensive 
evaluation components by both internal and external evaluators to 
give both formative and summative reflections on our projects. For 
more information check out the Melton Website: 
httpJlwww.jtsa.edu/davidson/melton/index.shtml. ~r 
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